shift inthe surface distributions .of Th 228 and Ctn 242 may be explained qualitatively in terms of the order of nucleon orbital filling.
The overa_ll penetration factors for the spheroidal case are compared with those for the spherical case and the resultant enhancement due to the deforma= tion is not nearly as large as that predicted by Hill a_nd Wheeler on the basis of a one -dime ns:ional approximation. 1 The existence of such level schemes is predicted by the Bohr-
Mottelson2 strong-coupling model of the nucleus in which it is assumed that the nucleus has an appreciable spheroidal deform.atton.
In the region of heavy nuclei (A> 230) where alpha decay is generally a prominent mode of decay the rotational bands are particularly wen developed, and some cases of a1pha emission by even-even nuclei to members of the rotational band as high as the 8+ level have been observed. 3 Alpha decay of even-even nuclei to states other than the rotational band members ha.s been observed only in the case of a few nuclides.
One of the most conspicuous features of the recent data involves the variation between nuclei of the relativ·e intensities of the various alpha groups. 4 . .
Asaro has calculated "hindrance" factors for all alpha groups, where the hindrance factor is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the allpha group leading * Present address: General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, N.Y.
... ,4 ..
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to the ground state to the intensity of the alpha particles leading to the particu= lar excited state, corrected for 'the energy difference bet:we{m the state.s .. For , . 5 the energy dependence of the decay rate he used Preston's alpha .. decay formula (for no spin change 6 }. Figure 1 , which is due to Asaro, summarizes the data.
It is to be expected that the occurrence of large spheroidal deformations will have pronounced <;!:ffects on the process .of charged-particle emission .
. :n:n contrast to the case of spherical nuclei. the electrostatic field of a spheroid is not central. The coupling resulting from the non-centra! nature of the field will have a bearing on the relative amplitudes of particles emitted with different orbital angular momenta. .It is one of_ the purposes of this:note to see whether it is possible to ex:plain the values and trends for the hindrance factors of the L = 2 and L = ·1: waves in the decay of even-even nuclei in terms of the non~ central electrostatic field.
Another consequence of the distortion of the nqdeus, earlier explored by . Hill and Wheeler, 7 is a thinning out of the potential barrier in certain direc= tions leading to directed alpha emission in those directions. They gave an app.roximate expression for the penetrability based on a one-dimensional WKB integration through the "thinnest" part of the .barrier. It is to be noted though that if the decay is highly directionalwithrespect to the nuclear symmetry axis, it is necessa,ry that components of the alpha waves with hlgh L values 8
occur with large amplitudes·. These would be the components leading to the higher rotational states. Since these components experience a much larger effective potential than the S-wave due to the centrifugal potential and the
. ' ·additional energy associated with rotation of the recoil nucleus, one might ' expect significant deviations from .the penetratli.on formula of Hill and Wheeler 7
based on a one-dimensional WKB integration through the thinnest part of the 
FORMULATION OF THE ALPHA-DECAY PROCESS
To formulate the problem of alpha decay incthe region external to the nu.clear surface it is necessary to take into account the electrostatic interaction between the alpha particle and the residual nucleus. The first question to be set,tled is which degrees of freedom of the nucleus are required for an appropriate description of the process. In the case of a spherical daughter nucleus it is easy to see that it is un,necessary to consider the Coulomb interaction between the alpha particle and the protons individually as this force is very much smaller than nuclear forces. It tlfus suffices to consider only the interaction of the alpha particle with the nucleus as a whole,, and the appropriate nuclear coordinates are those of the center of mass of the system. In the case of a deformed nucleus the interaction between the alpha particle and the quadru~ pole field of the nucleus is not small compared to the ene:r gy characterizing rotation. Here .it is necessary to include in the description of the process the rotational coordinates of the nucleus. Expressing it alternatively, it is necessary to include in the total wave function the low~lying rotational states.
The emitted alpha particle can then be thought to induce transitions between the rotational s,tates through the quadrupole component of the field.
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In general the Schr(jdinger equation for the system can be reduced to a system of coupled equations in the variable r 'by expandihg the wave function in terms of some complete orthogonal se,t of functions .in the remaining variables:
y. y y 1 where x. i$ the set of variables required to describe the recoil nucleus .
. 1 (1) Multiplication by r2* and integration over all variables except r reduces y the partial differential equation to a set of ordinary differential equations in r (cf. Preston 9 ) . Q can be expanded in terms of products of eigenfunctions of y the residual nucleus and normalized spherical harmonics Y£, m(e, ¢ } in the angles of the alpha particle with respect to axes fh{ed in space.. The set necessary to describe the decay process is limited by the constraints that the angular momentum of the parent nucleus '1 1 and its space projection d Th .
. f" db h . 10 conserve .
e constra1nts are satls 1e y t e summation
If ,e m 1 .
where (If£ m Mi-m II££ Ii M 1 ) are the Clebsch .. Gordan coefficients, and
.(x~ is a normalized nuclear wave function for a state with· angular
momentum If' component Mf' and with remaining quantum numbers 'T· . The set of equations obtained from (1) and (2) To obtain t~e complete Hamiltonian for the alpha decay problem in the center of mass system we add to (4) the energy operator for the alpha particle in the region outside the short range nuclear force field:
ll.
{5}
. The inclus~on of G) i in the electrostatic energy indicates that the field at a point in the space·-fixed system varies as the daughter nucleus rotates,. JJ. is the reduced mass of the system. ·
A consequence of the assumption that the nuclear weU is axially symmetric is that the nucleons within the nucleus have an axially symmetric distribution.
This will reflect itself in a corresponding symmetry for the alpha particles on the surface. To incorporate this symmetry into our formulation of the problem and also to effect a. simplification of the electrostatic interaction
We shall CWJSider the description of the :process in.:a system of COOrdinates fixed ih .theo:dauigh.ter nucleus, -L~·n \vi th the nuclear syrr1metry axis taken 
.
I.,:
and hence from (2~ that ;; has the proper transformation properties
. and generally contains a mixture of rot~.tiona1 states of the daughter nut leus.
-10-
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To obtain the differert~ial equations for w;_e,!i;> we shbstitute (6) There are two procedures that one could follow .in treating alpha decay.
In the first, the decay equations are integrated outwards starting with nuclear
surface boundary values whiCh. may be arrived at by a model describing the formation and beha,vior .of alpha particles in nuclear matter. The other procedure is almost the reverse of the first and consists of starting at infinity with experimental amplitudes a.nd integrating in to the' nuclear sur= face. {It should be noted here that the alpha group intensity measurements do not yield information regarding the relative phase~.)
lp either approach it is necess-ary to work with the equations in regions close to the nuclear surface, for the.re the non-central electrostatic field is most effective in coupling the various partial waves. Since :in the following we shall assume that the nuclear surface is a prolate spheroid, it is convenient to use prolate spheroidal coordinates.
-We take the foci of the spheroids to be at ~,x \~ 'y = 0; z = .t a/2» and define the spheroidal coordinates of a point in space as -13-UCRL-3040
where r 1 and r 2 are the distances between the point and the two foci.
a is specified by the condition that one of the spheroids, £ = £ 0 , corresponds to the surface of the nuclear spheroid. Asymptotically, the connection to spherical polar coordinates is as below:
.T)~ cos 9
We shall consider the special case of an even-even (Ii = 0) nucleus. The wave equation in spherical coordinates in the coordinate system fixed in the (18) where
Since the lowest band of an even-even nucleus is characterized by K = 0, and since we are considering only decay to the lowest band, the alpha particle wave function will be axially symmetric '{M = Ki -Kf = 0). In prolate spheroidal coordinates, (18~ becomes for axially symmetric wave functions, If we represent the wave function by the expansion
J we obtain for the equation satisfied by w_g(s)
We wish_now to obtain the potential V(£, TJ) with the assumption that the charge density is uniform throughoutthe nuclear spheroid. This can easily be accomplished by integrating the Green's function for Laplace's equation 
Asymptotically, V(£, TJ) can be expressed in spherical coordinates as 
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The above relationship between the intrinsic quadrupole moment, Q 0 , and the interfocal distance, ~; permits us to determine ~ from experimental data.
Evaluating the integral in (21) by using (14) and we obtain for the Schrtldinger equation in the exterior region. 
where
As a result of the 'coupfin~ the e~quations (27) themselves cons.tituted an extremely complicated set of integral equations. We {lave solved. integrations were made in this manner for both outwa:rd and inward integrations.
The solutions (27} are, of course, inapplicable in the turning point region.
In this region the wave functions do not vary radically, so that it is feasible to work with the wave equations directly in the form of (26}.
Outward Integrations for Cm 242 .--It was decided at first to see if the simpler pictures of the alpha particle in nuclear matter could lead to the observed ratio of the partial waves. Cm 242 was selected as an interesting case, as it exhibits a very large L = 4 hindrance factor. Probably the simplest models are the one-body model in which the alpha particle is thought to move intact in nuclear rna tter for at least a few traversals of the nucleus and the model in which alpha particles are formed uniformly on the surface of the nucleus. The angular distribution with reference to th.e nuclear symmetry axis is then altered by the non-uniform barrier., For the individual alpha particle model we assume that the alpha particle is in the lowest state in a spheroidal well (of uniform depth) the depth of which is adjusted so that the emitted alpha particle has the experimentally observed calculations. In view of this, the quantitative details of our numerical work are subject to considerable modification, but it seems likely that none of our major qualitative conclusions will be alter.ed.
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The assumption of uniform charge density may be open to question in that it is expected that the protons beyond the closed shell of 82 will fill the lower energy orbitals with maximum concentration in the ends of the prolate spheroid.
There is insufficient knowledge to justify any such refinement here.
The interfocal distance, a, corresponding to Q being us.ed for Pu 238 is Table I summarizes the results of these .calculations. It is seen that there· is some suppression of the L = 4 group, but the agreern.ent with the experimental intensities is not satisfactory. We can only conclude that neither simple picture represents the physical situation.
Dresner 13 has independently drawn the same conclusion from his work. Calculated a. group intensity {uSing connection formula approximation} . The observed intensities, of course, determine only the amplitudes of the various L waves but not their phases. The condition u:sed to determine the . i6 possible sets of phases was that the phase factors, e Pn of the waves, which are pure outgoing waves at large separations, be such as to produce an exponential damping of the imaginary part of the partial waves within the barrier.
With these phases one can then obtain the real part of the wave by inward integration.
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In carrying out the above procedure of integrating through the turning point and into the barrier region we have used two different methods. The first, which is simple but very approximate, is based on the circumstances that the equations (26) It is important to note that the phase determination pro'~edure yields. not one but four sets of relative phases for the three partial waves. This is most readily seen when the coupling can be neglected, as in the above-mentioned approximation. If 6£ insures that the part increasing exponentially as s -~> l is pure real, so will 5£ +'II'. The other choices of phases listed in Table IH were also studied. Case II for Th 228 exhibits a somewhat pathological behavior in that y and z increase drastically in the integration inward.s. Thus, this choice of phases is unlikely to represent the physical situation.
In Fig. 4 we have plotted the surface distributions for all the above 2 . . here.
-23- That the shift in surface distribution is gradual can be inferred from the con- ,':.
In the last column of One can also note from Column 3 of Table IV 
CONCLUSIONS
From the numerical work we are able to gain so~e .information on alpha particle formation in nuclear matter. Both from failure of the one -body model to yield the proper ratio of intensities in the Crn 242 case and from the shift of the peaks of the surface density with mass, we can conclude that the onebody model does not adequately representthe physical situation. That is, the alpha particle has a transitory existence in the nucleus and it does not move intact for times of the order of a period. We must envision the alpha clusters as continually forming and dis solving with short me an free paths.
Also the picture of alpha particles being distributed uniformly on the nuclear surface does not appear to represent the physical state of affairs ..
We might think of the situation in the following way: the alpha clusters that have any appreciable probability of forming and penetrating the barrier are those which are made up of the most loosely bound neutrons and protons.
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The distribution of these clusters will then reflect the distribution of the most loa sely bound nucleons. _If, as we expect, case I is the one that corre spends to the correct picture, we viould conclude that the outer nucleons tend to conth 
